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The author, himself a Baby Boomer, brings his own exclusive experience to the reserve, in addition
to capturing the stories and perspectives of the hundreds of SENIORS he interviewed. This book
covers the topics of most importance to Baby Boomers today and the problems most on the minds
as they look towards the future."Searching for the Baby Boomer Generation,” by Rick Bava, can be
an intriguing look at one of the most interesting generations in American history. The book talks
about where Baby Boomers have been, their rich history, and the cultural factors so important to
the infant Boomer Generation. Rick Bava traveled the country for two years seeking the thoughts,
opinions, and ideas of Baby Boomers from all walks of existence and socioeconomic classes to
create this inspiring commentary about the Baby Boomer Generation. Baby Boomers will identify
with what they examine in "In Search of the infant Boomer Generation,” and the ones wishing to
study the era will gain insight from this book.
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This book looks with absolute thoroughness at the infant boomer ... Marriage, kids, jobs, loss,
retirement fears, economic uncertainties - all in the context of a viewpoint of a generation shaped by
hope, battle, cultural upheaval and huge technical advancement. I suspect that just seniors would
actually read the whole publication from begin to finish. If you need to feel linked to others of your
era on topics such as for example caring for elderly parents, longing for the past, social and
romantic associations, second careers, financial factors etc, this reserve will prompt very much
reflection. The author is an old boomer than I am therefore some of the looks back to the past were
not as i'm all over this for me but looking at issues today was directly on in many respects. Very
well written and presented. I'd like to see a follow-up book with an increase of than observations,
but with information on the author's encounter at settling an estate. His recollections of his family and
the traditions passed throughout the generations are especially heartfelt.. If you're the least bit
curious about the infant boomers, you'll be captivated by this book. In August of 1972, I came
across myself at the University of Wisconsin - Madison living in the Elm Drive B dorm - across the
hall from a young tennis prodigy named Rick Bava.S. We did, as all SENIORS do, go on with our
lives. About a month ago, I ran across Rick on Facebook and LinkedIn and decided to get in touch
with him. In the course of a long phone conversation, I learned that he had written a book about our
era and I promised him I would browse it and post a review. Well, I completed the publication - and
here's the review. You can find a wide variety of facets to my era. I didn't enjoy it because an old
friend had written it. I loved it because it is a marvelous encapsulation of the BabyBoomer lives most
of us talk about. Being about as young as one could be and still be in this generation myself (just
made it by 3 months), I actually gained some insight right into a generation which has had a huge
impact on our culture and the globe. The personal interviews with different people makes me realize
that there isn't one kind of baby boomer, but that this generation is very powerful. Rick's narrative
will take the reader on a trip full of stops he or she can completely recognize with. The halcyon
days of college and the dreams and freedom of your 20's. This book looks with absolute
thoroughness at the baby boomer generation. Rick's story, told frequently from his experiences, is
our story.. I had no proven fact that my pal, Rick Bava, could weave such a tail of inspiration. What
a remarkable workout in sharing his insights for the betterment folks all. Every baby boomer will
relate to this book and enjoy the browse. You will discover 100 locations where Rick is informing
your story, examining your ideas and fears, and in the end opening your eye to the knowledge that
you're surrounded by friends. The book is actually good, however, not what I wanted The book is
really good, however, not what I was looking for. I am in the midst of research and composing for
my Doctoral Dissertation. I need much more particular and detailed referenced information. between
1946 and 1964). It is an Amercian story - and ultimately, a tale full of hope. Bava's commentary is
normally honest and refreshing to learn.. When he writes about his very own family, he gives me the
feeling that I know these people. Rick Bava's new reserve "In Search of The Baby Boomer
Generation" has really put me touching my generation. I really, genuinely liked it. Rick Bava provides
basically covered them all. What I found though, unexpectedly, was that my trip has been incredibly
similar to the ones of therefore numerous others of my era. His advice for pension is great, and I
totally agree with his viewpoint on Sociable Protection.. Also another big bonus about this book is
that he's a Chicago White Sox enthusiast. I wholeheartedly recommend this book to everyone. I
appreciate the effort and time that went in to the publication - you've remaining something behind
for the world, Mr. His advice for pension is very good, and I totally trust his viewpoint on .. Grab the
publication and read it.. Five Stars An ideal topic: a generation that simply won't quit, as parsed by
author Rick Bava's very insightful writing! Five Stars Very interesting and interesting for the boomers
or anyone alse for example Rick's book can be an insightful window into the Baby Boomer .. Even

though you aren't a baby boomer (which I am not really) you will connect to the rich history, feelings
and narration offered in this book. Rick's book can be an insightful window in to the Baby Boomer
era, told through brief essays and personal anecdotes. As somebody whose parents are part of
the infant Boomer generation, I came across this to be interesting and accessible. Rick chronicles
from Boomer nostalgia for family members vacations and pop culture of decades past, to second
careers, pension, and caring for elderly parents. Several stories I could not really relate to, because
of my 'youth', nevertheless I could picture in my own mind's vision and found enjoyable yet. It's a
fascinating and entertaining check out the lives and thoughts of the Baby Boomers, for just about
any generation. A great and informative read This is a great and informative read. It examines the
lives and moments of Baby Boomers (the 78 million people born in the U. Rick and I became good
friends thru college however when that ride ended, we lost contact.We am asking the issue: Does
self-efficacy moderate caregiver burden and/or quality of life of baby boomer caregivers of a family
member dementia-diagnosed? This is my group. Topics protected include marriage and raising a
family, caring for elderly parents, dealing with the death of family members, retirement and beyond.
Not an academic study, this reserve can be a compendium of personal stories and observations of
SENIORS across the country. Scanning this book is sort of like looking in a mirror or strolling through
a period portal. It had taken me back to events that marked our youthful lives -- the assassination
of President Kennedy, the Viet Nam Battle, the Women's Movement, the peace movement,
environmentally friendly movement. And the book talks about the rapid pace of modification and the
inevitable challenge of aging (when we were therefore sure we'd always be young). It's a great read
because the insights come form each day people, Baby Boomers exactly like me, coping with the
same problems I grapple with.. Great Observer of a Generation This book had not been your typical
book (in the sense of experiencing a beginning and ending as they say). This book is broken down
into really, brief essays/tales about the various aspects of what it's like becoming in the Baby
Boomer era. For me, the reserve took me on a journey that was my journey - similar in lots of ways
to Rick's - but different. Due to its conversational tone, this avoids monotony and is under no
circumstances a dry read. Baby Boomers Unite. I believe Baby Boomers might use a guide on
specifically what steps and processes one faces and how 1 will go about accomplishing such a
challenging task under difficult circumstances. Every baby boomer will relate with this book and revel
in the read Rick Bava enthusiastically captures the baby boomer generation through remembrances
of the past and thoughts and comments into the future. Bava - done well.
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